
TaxMode App 
 
FAQs and How To -Dos 
 
The following are some of the most frequently asked questions. 
 
Item titles on my main input screen are too large and they overflow to next line. 

Title size in most cases results from your default font size setting for the device. Try reducing it a 
notch for proper fit. Font size for your device can be accessed from Settings menu of your 
device under Display. 
 

How can I examine certain computational results? 

This is a premium item available in activated setups 
Each results shown on the Result Display Window is fully supported for its computations.  
To display these details just tap at the amount (or its caption). 
 
How can I compare two scenarios? 

Build the initial scenario with applicable data. 
Select Options then Analysis then tap Static comparison  
 
If the alternate scenario is a modification of current scenario 
Make data additions or modifications as needed. TaxMode will compute and compare the 
results with the previous scenario. 
 
If the alternate scenario is going to be built from scratch 
Options then File then New Case 
Build the new scenario. TaxMode will compute and compare the results with the previous 
scenario. 
 
If the alternate scenario is already saved in a file 
Tap Options then File then Open Existing Case 
Select the file of the case you want to compare. Upon loading TaxMode will show the details and 
the bottom-line difference.  
 
My charitable deduction appears to be different than the amount entered. How can I verify? 

Charitable contributions are limited for their deductibility depending on what input category you 
have entered the amounts in and the calculated adjusted gross income. TaxMode performs the 
deduction limitation automatically. Details on how your amounts were treated can be displayed 
for verification. To display these computations do the following- 
 
While viewing main computation results in the display screen 
Tap on DEDUCTIONS or the amount representing deductions 
Computation for charitable deductions are shown under Deductions for charitable contributions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


